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   Public library for georeferenced data 
   Basic research on earth & environment 
   Normalized data model 
   Open parameter list 
   Internet clients for download 
   Networking with other systems (ISO/XML) 
  www.pangaea.de 
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World Data Center for Marine Environmental Sciences 
Datasets 
Data online 2005-04-01  
Projects:                 140 
References:          3 515 
Data sets:         205 179 
Data:         227 650 033 
World Data Center for Marine Environmental Sciences 








longitude ice, water, air,  
sediment, object... 
where ?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Search Engine PangaVista 
World Data Center for Marine Environmental Sciences 
ART 
Advanced Retrieval Tool 
Remote data mining 
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Links 
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  Images 
  Times Series 
  Distributed data 
  Vertical profiles 
  Horizontal profiles 
Examples from Environmental Research 
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World vector shore line
Grain size class KOLP A
Grain size class KOEHN2
Grain size class KOEHN
Geochemistry
Grain size class KOLP B
Grain size class KOLP DIN
20 m
Scale:  1:2695194 at Latitude 0°
Source: Baltic Sea Research Institute, Warnemünde.






PANGAEA Internet Mapserver 
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nothing exists 
in any useful sence 
until it is identified 
Digital Object Identifier 




for scientific primary data 
Data center A 
WDC-MARE Data center B Data center C 
Data center 
xyz... 10.1594/PANGAEA.119754
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Vision 
World Data Center for Marine Environmental Sciences 
Deliverables WP9 






































  Definition of parameters (partners>WP) 
  Identification of existing data (partners>WP) 
  Definition of import formats (PANGAEA) 
  Provision of metadata/data (PI/WP) 
  Import (PANGAEA) 
  Notification & proof read (PI) 
  Corrections (PANGAEA) 
  Final publication with citation and DOI 
(moratorium on request) 
Initial steps and work flow 
World Data Center for Marine Environmental Sciences 
Easy internet access 
Overview on available data 
Sharing between partners, GIS & modelling 
Consistent format 
Long-term availability 
Persistent identifier (DOI) & citation 
Distribution through portals & search engines 
Added value for data in PANGAEA 
World Data Center for Marine Environmental Sciences 
Hic Rhodos - Hic Salta ! 
World Data Center for Marine Environmental Sciences 
